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WHEN it was first published, in 1980, the predecessor of Text and Performance
Quarterly expressed a preoccupation with the performance of literature.

Indeed, in the words of its i 't editor, Beverly Whitaker Long, this publication
would immediately "serve thos . involved in the teaching of oral interpretation"
and "the study of literature thi _ ugh performance" (v). Hence, the periodical was
entitled Literature in Performance.

Yet the first issue of Literature in Performance also anticipated change. Long
specifically expected that "preliterate" contexts would ultimately be examined and
that the publication would "strive also to offer exchange of ideas among scholars" in
such diverse areas as classics, religion, anthropology, folklore, psychology, cultural
history, and sociology.

The new title of the journal, Text and Performance Quarterly, would appear to
signal a critical shift in the scope, if not the governing conception, of the publication.
The introduction of the word text into the title appears formally to recognize,
highlight, and incorporate a cluster of text-related scholarly issues as an essential and
defining feature. These text-related issues may not only redefine the objects of study
generally assessed in past volumes, shifting attention from a sole preoccupation with
literature to a far more diverse set of communicative forms, but may also profoundly
reconceive the ways in which literary, performance, and communicative forms are
understood. For example, emphasizing etymological issues, Walter J. Ong has
argued that the word text shifts attention from literature to orality: " 'Text,' from a
root meaning 'to weave,' is, in absolute terms, more compatible etymologically with
oral utterance than is 'literature,' which refers to letters etymologically /(literae) of
the alphabet" (13).

The introduction of text into the title may likewise suggest that the periodical will
now examine a host of related concepts such as pretext, textuality, visual texts, and
intertextuality. More profoundly, as an orientation, text may provide a foundation
for a renewed theoretical and methodological approach to the study of communica-
tion. For example, while recognizing that the word text "is fashionable and therefore
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suspect in certain qudriers," Roland Barthes has argued that a "text must not be
thought of as a defined object," for the word text emphasizes what is "experienced"
or what "one conceives, perceives, and receives," which therefore requires' that text
be approached, in Barthes' view, as "a methodological field" (74-76).

This essay is preoccupied with the concept of text, offers a renewed exploration of
the issues embedded in the concept of text, and examines its relationship to media and
performance. In general terms, the posture adopted here holds that text and
performance are media-dependent. Specifically, the thesis developed in this essay
posits that the essential characteristics of particular forms of texts, such as the
narrative form, as well as the derived experiences with and understanding of
particular forms, are dependent upon the medium employed to encoder or to create
the text. Thus, a text and its performance are most appropriately understood in terms
of the encoding elements defining the communicative experience.

Towards this end, the argument proceeds in four steps. First, it is suggested that text
can be conceived as a generative, rather than derived, concept. Second, the narrative form
is introduced as an extended example employed to illustrate the diverse ways in which a
form can act upon and shape human understanding. Third, a "media perspective" is
provided as a way of identifying the relationships which exist between a communicative
form such as narrative and the concept of text' as a generative force. Fourth and finally,
the formal features of oral, literate, and electronic communicative forms are character-
ized and distinguished from a media perspective. Accordingly, it is appropriate initially
to reconsider text as a theoretical concept.

TEXT AS A GENERATIVE FORCE2

The traditional definition of text places its emphasis upon written language,
literature, and the coherence and conventions of written language which create
literary forms. Reflecting this tradition, Webster's Third New International Dictio-
nary of the English Language Unabridged defines a text as "the original written or
printed words and form of a literary work" (3: 2365). As a method of study, such a
conception of text reflects, for example, the frame of reference of structuralism,
which, in Josue V. Harari's view, "has been in fashion in Anglo-American
intellectual circles since the later sixties" (17). In a more extended discussion, Harari
has explained:

Structural analysis, however, bypasses the problems associated with the figure of the
author as well as other criteria exterior to the text, and instead focuses its attention on the
text, understood as a construct whose mode of functioning must be described. As a result,
rather than talking about truth(s), it becomes necessary to speak about a work in terms of
the validity and coherence of its language. (23)3

Scholars and critics associated with the post-structural or postmodern movement
have offered an alternative to the concept text employed in structural analyses. An
initial foundation for the post-structuralist perspective begins with a distinction
between a work and a text. In this view, a work is a physical object, whereas a text is
any kind of response to or experience derived from the work. As Barflies has
explained:

... the work is concrete, occupying a portion of book-space (in a library, for example); the
Text, on the other hand, is a methodological field.... While the work is held in the hand,
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the text is held in language: it exists only as discourse. The Text is not the decomposition of
the work; rather it is the work that is the Text's imaginary tail. In other words, the Text is
experienced only in an activity, a production. It follows that the Text cannot stop, at the
end of a library shelf, for example; the constitutive movement of Text is a traversal
[traverses]: it can cut across a work, several works. (74 -75)

Accordingly, any experience derived from, any response to, or any use made of a
work must be.understood as distinct from the original work, for the.reactions to the
work ,area discrete text or human extension and construction which may have
.Virtually-nothing to dowith the origing.work.

The post-structuralist distinction between ,a work and a text has profound
implications. Extended' discussions of these implications are readily available
elsewhere :4 For our purposes. here, three of these implications are appropriately

,extracted and highlighted.
First, any kind of textual analysis, such as kperformance or critical assessment,

functions independently of the original 'work, ultimately -displacing the original
work. The textual analysis, be it a performance or critical-assessment; is itself to be
then viewed as an original work, ,perhaps to be subjected- to other textual-analyses,
but the textual analysis itself - constitutes a distinct symbolic construction to be
assessed as part of an -ongoing sociocultural system which brought the textual
analysis-into existence; only. one part of the textual analysis can be assumed to have

'been formed by-the original work analyzed. In this sense, a text necessarily displaceS.
an original .work, because the text now occupies the attention once held by the
original work. More profoundly, the text inherently- creates a new symbolic
orientation for assessing, kit 'original 'work. The new text, necessarily: (1) links an
original- work with new'- symbolic concepts, relationships, and qualifiers riot previ,
ously associated: with an original. work (at least, in tone and mood, .a new text
annotand to justify itself, should not=exactly-dupliCate:the original work); ,(2)
reates a new setting and context for assessing the original work; and (3) affects the

ethos of the original' work,'for the characteristics attributed to the source of the new
text are.riow linked lo-the.original work. In addition, there is .a :sense in which-the
new text would not have been created unless the adequacy-of the original:work as
.presented somehow required renewal, modification, amplification, ur revision.

Second,: all texts are ideological constructions. Assunihig, as Gerard Genette
(1979) does, that all symbol-usingis arbitrary and conventional;,language-using has
no necessary relationship to external phenomena. In the post-structural frameWork,
language,using represents-the orientation, drives, and-needs of theSynibol-user and
therefore the ideological,po§ition-Of the symbol-user. As Barthes has maintained, "A
work' whose integrally symbolie nature one conceives, perceives, and receives- is a
text" (16).

Third? all works, convey multiple and contradictory meanings. Denying concepts
such as the "ideal, "implied," "authorial," and "narrative" reader; ,a§ Jonathan,
Culler has, suggested,, the issue turns on the nature of an "actual audience"
'When'exantining- the reactions of an actual aud'ence, the issue is not that a work can
potentially-generate divergent reactions, but rather that, as Louis Mai-in:has stated,
-the.sase,-"thecming is,p/ura&(29); or:as Barthes has argued:

The Text is Oltiral:Thii does not titian just'that it.has several meaning's, but rather that it
achieve's pluralit'y 'of.meaning, an 'irreducible plurality. The Text is riot coexistence of
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meanings but passage, traversal; thus it answers not to an interpretation, liberal though it
may be, but town explosion, a dissemination. The Text's plurality does not depend on the
ambiguity of its contents, but rather on what could be called the stereographic plurality of.
the signifiers that Weave it (etymologically the text is a cloth; text us, from Which 'text
derives, means 'woven). (76)

As Lawrence Pros0(.7g has more-precisely noted: ".. . no element is definable in and
of itself; it exists=its identity takes shapeonly in its complex relations to, its
,differences &din, its, others (and, of course, there can be no single definitionof the
other,ii,e contradictiOnis itself a complex and.histOrical relationship)" (90).

-Prim yet another perspective, text can be related to the dominant media of a
culture and employed to identify the specific orientation of a cultural system. Ju. M.
Lotman-has distinguished,two types of cultures (qtd. in Eco 137.-138).;I one type of
-cultural syStem, giammar-oriented culture, texts are believed to be generated by
combinations of diScrete units and are judged corrector incorrect according to their
conformity to:the coMbinational, rules. previously eStablisbed by a Culture. this
regard, the intrinsic orientation. of the traditional approach to text analysis is
corisistentwith.the assumptions'of a grammar- oriented cultural.systent

as,-Lotman's distinction "suggests, it is possible to conceive of text in at least one
.otherbasic way. Some cultures, Lotman has argiiedare governed by a repertoire of
texts WhiCh impose.thodels for'behayior. In these text- oriented societies, texts. are
riiacro-units from-which: cultural. rules are _inferred and derived.. In extending his
ahalySis;. Lotman has further posited thatgrammar-oriented cultures necessarily
focuS upon the content of a message while text - oriented cultures focus predominantly
upon the_expressiori; form, and-mediuni of arnessage...

The,particularchai.acteristics of the grammar- and text-Oriented societies emerge
most' yiVidly when' a dramatic shift frorivapredominantly oral to literate culture has
been detailed within a single societal system. For example, Alexander R. Luria
traced-the evolution of theVzbekistan and Kirghizia regions in the Soviet .Unfon "in
thelate 1920s and early 1930s" when "theSe regions witnessed a radical restructur-
ingot their socio- economic system and culture" (12). Prior to the revolution, the
"people of Uzbekistan" had "been virtually 100 percent, illiterate for centuries"
:(Luria 13): .After the revolution,

an extensive network of schools openea, and despite their short-terni nature, the literacy
programs familiarized large numbers of adults with the eleinents of mOdern

the;rudiments of .reading and ,writing, people had to break . down
Spoken language into its constituents and encode it in a system of symbols... .. As a result,
people became acquainted not only with new fields of, knowledge 'but also with new
motives :for action. ,(Luria 13):

Luria specifically contrasted the oral and literate periods, aild'he has reported that
in tht. oral .culture,.- experiences were described as "direct graphic- functional'
activities, ;while in the emergent literate culture, descriptions of experience§ went
abeyoncl.iinmediate impressions and the reproduction of concrete forms of practical'
attivity," "the isolation of the essential features of Objects,"-and "practical',Asituation-
al' thinkinCto,`.qhe more extensive system of general hunian experience," "Complex

abstract categories," and "rationality " 'motivated -by "future. planning; the interests of
the collective, and, finally a number of .important cultural' topics that are CloSely.
.associated = with achievement of literacy and assimilation of theoretical knowledge"
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(1'62,163). Other, analyses have similarly suggested that the shift from a predomi,
.narttly oral tofiterate culture alters modes of communication and consciousneis.5

When these basic variants of text' are recognized, several interim conclusions
related to this ,discussion are 'possible. First, the traditional conception of (text
proVides: a ready base for conceiving and understanding literacy as a mode of
communication. ;Second,. the traditional' concept of text is not. clearly useful for-

discussing alternative types of conimunication=such as oral and electronic modes of
,communication as texts when these alternatiVe modes require that context, nonver-
Ial behaviors, and icons (images /visuals)'be treated as critical elements: Third, given.
itslocus upon-die intrinsic features of written language, the traditional conception of
text-does not provide a, convenien way for assessing. the. formal relationships which
Orig. betWeeni a work and the consequences or effects of a work. Even as late as the
1960s, Jill Taft-Kaufman has. reported that oral interpretation was conceived , as
establisliinua "congruence" between "the inner form of the -literature" and the
performance of literature '(164). Yet, as Mary-Strine has more recently suggested,
.interpretation,oi oral ,performance of 'a written work is an activity which creates a
new text s

'Similarly, the criticism,of a work is'itself an activity which creates a new .text. As
liar*. has noted,, the critic" is "a producer, of text," and ''criticism has become an
independent, operatiori that is primary in the production of texts" (70). Accordingly,
the traditional concept of text doesr.nOt clearly, establish a province of study or a
precise;i framework for identifying and deterniining the essential and accidental
,relationships Oiling texts nor does the. traditional approach provide a foundation for
exploring theVOys in which media systenis affect definitions and interactions among

Theseissues are:aptly illustrated by way of an extended ,example, the, ways in
which narration is understobd anti-Used.

The ,narrative ,story-telling forni. has received renewed attention in recent
conceptions offered by Walter R. Fisher. 'FiSher has maintained that the " 'enacted
dfaMatic narrative' " is " !the basic and essential genre for the characterisation of
htiman-action'. " ( "Narration . as" 2):7 His claim is profound, and applications of

,

Fisher's conception are becoming as populars and controversia19 within the discipline
as Ernest G.- Bormatires,(antasy theme analysis (see, e.g., The Force).

:DEFINING NARRATION

Yet .Fisher's definition of narration is. decidedly theoretical, not methodological.
Fisher .hasspecified.his concerns and defined narration in these terms: "I refer to a
theory 4t,iyint;olicsactions=words and/or, deeds=that have sequence and meaning
for thOie'who'liVe;,cmte,,or interpret.them".("Narration as'''2).

Three specific features. of this definition of narration deserVe .attention. First,
narration need not be rOated to a particular literary form or even, to literacy. A.
narratiVeJnay be sOlely.oral or nonverbal in:form, Thus, narration need not possess a
"tr "aditional argumentative, persuasive. theme,' nor even a 'literary, aesthetic
theme" -(Fisher,. "Narration as" 2).. Indeed, a narrative form may eschew any

,Standard" and fail to satisfy any of the traditional-standards of "format
lOgie",:(Fisery"Ilarratiori,aS7'2).

'seeorig-,-while every narrative ,possesses a "sequence," narration is not defined by
its adherence tdany,particular type or kind of sequence. The internal Structure* the
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/narrative form may vary tremendously. Indeed, multiple types of progressions
characterize the form.

Third, the meaning or understanding which a narrative conveys to an audience
depends upon the -kind of social construction which an audience imposes upon the
story. Selective attention, perceptual condition, and audience needs determine what a
story,"beComes"'in,termS of its impact.

While the characteristies Fisher has attributed to narrative may initially appear
incomplete,. his definition is flexible and recognizes the diverse ways in which a
narrative may manifest itself. Certainly Fisher's conception is consistent with
established definitions. The Oxford ,EngliskDictionary defines narration merely as
"The action of relating or recounting" '(23). Similarly, Webster's Third New
International Dictionary of the, English Language Unabridged defines narration
simply as "the act or process of telling the particulars of an act, occurrence, or course
of -events" (2: 1503). In all of these conceptions, narration functions as an._
"open- ended" system, or, more precisely, as a species of discourse, rather than as, a
precise rhetoriCalgenre characteriiedby a particular constellation of formal features
(Campbell and Jamieson 18-25). indeed, as commonly employed in the narrative
form, types or forms of development may differ dramatically. For example, Burke
.(Counter- Statement 124-126) has identified four basic developmental forms=
syllogistic, qualitative, repetitive, and conventionalwhich may characterize any
kind of symbol-using., IeikeWise,.types of characterization can reasonably vary widely.
:in the ,narrative form.-In some narratives, a character figure has been.powerfully cast
as "completely expressing" the innermost "thoughts and feeling" of the character,
v, hereas in other narratives the central figure is "externalized" and all "thoughts and
-feeling remain unexpressed" (Auerbach 11)., In this context, the open-ended
conception of narrative provicl;.(1 in conventional ,and estatiliihed definitioni of
narrative aptly.Captures,the relatively unspecified nature of narrative Asoaspecies of
discourse. In all; if a definition of narrative is to respond to the diverse ways in which,
the term has been,commorily used and accepted, -its meaning must admit of generic
and,, formal. variations in order to reflect the diveriity of narrative as .a species of
disconrse.

While I employ these basic understandings of narration as my point of departure,
my intentis not to duplicate Fisher's position. Fisher has noted that his specific intent
is to outline a "narrative perspective" ("Narration as" 2).,1-ie explicitly distingtiishes
his concern for -the "narrative perspective" from "riiirratisin' ", which would deal
with "particular" methods of "investigation" ("Narration as 2).

The province of this paper is narratism, or the particular methods of investigation
which reyealhoy,r story,-tellihg functions and manifests itself as a mode of .corrimuni- ,

cation. As employed in this account, several different forms of narratism ,are
explored:

In terms of Fisher's perspective, I want to suggest that there are at least three basic
genres of story-telling which constitute the narrative,paradigm.Fisher has discussed.
Fisher's perspective is paradigmatic. mine is. generic. While Fisher's paradigmatic
perspective reveals a,community understanding or shared'vision (Kuhn), the generic
orientation employed here reveals the methodological issues and applied issues WhiCh
ultimately sustain, enhance,,and account for specific narrative forrns,Used and the
dramatic revisions and differences which affect the ways in which a- community

,.adheres to 4,paradigm.
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-ksthm a substantive peripective,1 want to suggest that the basic nature of the
,Story-telling experience changes dramatically depending upon the type of medium
employed to tell the story. The narrative mode is media-dependent. As the medium of
communication employed to tell the story changes, the essential nature of the
story-telling experience changes. Ina sentence, mode is dependent upon medium.

In terms of, existing theories of rhetoric, the position adopted here implies that
sufficient precision has not been provided when defining rhetorical modes, figures,
anchropes (see, e.g Brandt 281-284; see also D'Angelo; Halloran). A rhetoricai-
Mode is not a-uniVersal, with invariant , formal and substantive characteristics and
effects. As,the,medium of communication changes, both the formal,and substantive
characteristics of the rhetorical-mode and the anticipated and actual effects are
altered dramatically. In other words, schools or philosophies-of rhetoric, with their
related theories and methods of investigation; are media-bound, functioning only
Within the context of .themedium being des-Critic& The failure to recognize the
media-bound limitation of each rhetorical school has misled, suggesting universals

.

regardirig rhetoricaFforms where such.,universals do not.exist.
With these perspectives in mind, I want to identify my ,conception of media

systems, outline the ways in which a. media perspective, -affects communicative
, exchanges, and then illustrate this view by examining the ways in which story-telling
experiences vary from one medium to another. The point of departure is the media
-syStetnitselt

THE MEDIA PERSPECTIVE

All communication requires that some apparatus be employed to convey messages
tbothers. Thbughts _cannot be conveyed mentalistically directly from one mind to,
another. A tointhunication channel or apparatus must be used The apparatus may
be the human -'voice, designed to stimulate the auditory system, or it may be the
,printed word, designed to stimulate the visual system, or it ,nay be electronic,
designeitto'stiniulate visual and auditory, systems simultaneously We do not convey,
conceptions and understandings to others directly; all communication is 'inherently

Each of these media systems invokes a different ratio of sensory receptors in the
human being. Reacting, for example, requires an intensive visual concentration upon
words (abstract conventions) and the linear sequence and :pattern among, those
words, while face-to-face _oral communication involves the recognition- of the full
:Presence of the oral and nonverbal techniques of the self and other .,A different ratio
of sense experience defines and distinguishes every, medium of communication.

Each Medium of communication Structures and formats experiences differently.
l'The itructuraf or formal features of each medium highlight certain types of stimuli

but not others. In this sense, -every-medium of.conimunication possesses its own
:grammar, rhetoric, and ethical, principles. By way of example, let me briefly contrast
a basic grammatical .feature'of television with that of Trint. A basicsrammatical
component or unit of television is the frame single photographic image), which
isfoundation for the shot. (i.e., a single uninterrupted action of a camera), the scene

,.(i.e., a series of shots in one location-and in the sameapparent time period), and the
sequence (i.e., a series of scenes unified' by-on,e location, time period, generating
action, point of view, or cast). But the shot inherently emphasizes a particular, the

TO
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phenomenal, the'single experience, or an example of an ongoing process. Moreover,
as a camera moves from a shot to a scene to a sequence, action itself also becomes the
critical unit of study."Thus, television inherently isolates the action of particulars as
its priMary grammatical foundation. In sharp contrast, a basic grammatical feature
of print is the word. A word is an rbitrary, conventional, generic abstraction. Words
are, in this sense, inherently categorical. Thus, while the basic grammatical feature
of television requires that audience members examine a particular and then draw a.
concluSion, print proyides categorizations and requires that audience members
conceive of a particular. In this sense, the structural or formal features of television
and print are virtually opposites as perceptual, logical,,and cognitive processes.

Channels of communication "or media systems are not neutral conduits. Media
systems are actiye determinants of what is perceived or "what is." Depending upon
the type,of mediating, system, we employ,,we.pay attention to different stimuli, we
literally "know" different things, and our attitudes, values, and'actionS are formu-
lated accordingly. In My view, the issues involved here are neurophysiological. Our
nervous and cerebral systems literally react differently, create different kinds
information; process different cognitive understanding, and manifest different
cultural and'riioral, norms, as we vary media systems. Richard B. Gregg has isolated
the central role ,the human neurophysiological system plays in creating epistemit.,
systems (see, egg., Symbolic Inducement). -Indeed, he has argued that rhetorical
systems are created by the neurophysiological system. He has specifically argued that
the .rhetorical experience is neurophySiological. Employing Gregg's and related
neurophySiological research findings, I have previously argued that:

... the medium employed to, convey content orinformation affects the ways in which the
content orinformatiOn is understood: While a particular medium may not alter the ability
of the human, being:to acqUire, accumulate, or use new information, a .media-cognition
relationship and process exists which determines how information is integrated and used
by the human being..... ISIpeCific media are linked to particular modes of understanding.
Speech, reading, and writing generate predominantly analytical, logical, sequential, and
scientific modes of understanding. Such proCessing techniques appiear to be d;gital or
Aristotelian in nature. Televised and :musical formats generate predominantly synthesix-
ing, holiitic, pattern-recognition, and aesthetic modes of understanding. Such processing
techniques appear to be -analogic or relativistic in nature. (Chesebro, "The Media
Reality'118-119).

The media-cognition relationship functions culturally,, defining generations and
normative definitions of what.knowledge is. Gary Gumpert and Robert Cathcart

""have argued:

Media grammar (those rules and conventions based upon the properties which
constitute media), and the acquisition of media literacy (the ability to meaningfully process
mediated data), are altering social relationships. People develop particular media-
consciousness because, media hive different framing conventions and time orientations.
That is, persons are influenced by the conventions and orientations peculiar to the media
process first acquired and relate more readily to others with a similar Media set. Fifty and

-sixty year olds, for example, who have learned to process reality in terms of a logically
ordered, continuous and linear world produced by aprimary print orientation feel linked
in rejecting the world view of those whose electronic orientation is to a viseal/auditory,
discontinuous reality. On the other hand, eighteen to twenty year olds might feel removed
from twelve to fourteen year olds because they cannot fully grasp the digitally oriented
computer world. (23-24)
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Over.:1, without exaggeration, it seems appropriate to note that the type of media
system employed defines what is perceived, how information is processed, the mode
of inferences deriVed from external stiii uii, ttie social patterns of interaction which
unify and divide, ultimately creating different spheres of cultural and moral frames
of reference.

The issue here is not a content-form choice. A media perspective always involves
an examination of the comer t or ideational dimenSion cf any message. However, it
treats content'in at least two'rather unique ways. First, rather than assuming that
content exists in a context-free environment, a media perspective presumes that the
media system used to convey message content also inherently constitutes the form
defining the immediate context of message content. A media system prescribes the
specific, channel used to convey content, functions as the most immediate context of
message content, generates a kind of information as important to apprehension as the
information generated by content (see, e.g., Salomon), ancrdirectly affects response
(see, e.g.,,Berlo 6340). Second, in assessing effects, the media perspective assumes
that content or_the ideational dimension is only one component deterinining the social
meaning conveyed- to others. Content cannot automatically be assumed to be the
primary determinant of effect. In a comprehensiVe analysis, the influence of
formatting and structuring features of a-ratdium must also be assessed in terms of
apprehension. Thus, rather than assuming that a one-to-one correspondence exists
between perceived content and effect, a media perspective examines all 'message
Variables to determine the degree to which content and/or other production variables
explain responses and understandings.

Thus, from a media perspective, media systems do more than store and-transmit
ideas; media systems transform ideas, introducing new sensory and temrral-spatial
relationships Within and among ideas. An idea cannot be examined index ,ndently of
the media system which gave form and structure to the idea. In a previous essay, I
formally isolated several principles which defir- 'he media perspective. Three of
those principles deserve attention in this context

First, "the content of communication is decisively affected and shaped by how
.Content is conveyed to others."

Second, "communication channels are active agencies which reformat, alter, and
determine how human beings respond and understand information."

Third, "a comprehensive view of communication requires that these channels of
communication be the direct object of study, compared and contrasted, in terms of
their influence upon information and people" (Chesebro, "A Media Perspective ").

MEDIA SYSTEMS AND THE NARRATIVE EXPERIENCE

have found it convenient to classify or categorize media systems as oral, literate,
or electronic. This orality-litai.cy-electronk'classification scheme is not intended to
be rigid. I certainly recognize Ong's observation that these media systems are
frequently, ,evolutionally interrelated (15), and that it is often useful to recognize
seconderror intermediate .,tages or linkages among them (11). Moreover, the
classification is intended to be descriptiVe and interpretative, not evaluative. I am not
convincedthat a literate medium of communication is somehow more instructive or
intellectually valuable than any particular oral or electronic medium of communica-
tion. 12.4thlr-I would hold drat these media systems are simply different, introducing

12'
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different understandings and creating different kinds of, cultural and generational
cognitive and,morarframe§ of-reference.

From a rhetorical,. perspective, the orality,literacyrelectronic framework reveals
different dimensions and,features of communicative experiences. In a prior analysis
(Chesebro, "Media TranSformations"),10 three of these differences were isolated'and

_are' amplified here:
First; the dominant media system of a -culture -clearly controls the number of

people who. can- 'be effectively addressed within each culture; a factor which
ultimately provides-a foundation for determining the unique substantive characteris7
'tic of oral; literate, and electrorilc,e'ultures.

In oral, culturei, there are absolute limits to the number of people who can
reasonably and effectively be communicated with while still preserving the sense of
intimacy .characterizing face-to7face interactions. In this sense, geography and
immediate spatial relatiOnships -constitute a key feature of a face-to-face interaction
and establish a critical element of -a viable oral culture for both -the individuals and
the sense of community which.stipivet oral culture. Accordingly, in defining "what a
thing is," Burke has selected substance as a universal concept (Grammar 23). Burke
has specifically argued-thata particular kind of communicative interaction- can be
saidto possess "geometric substance" if it gains t:s identity by its place "in its setting,
existing both in itself and as part of its backg.Ottrid" and if "these relations exist all at
once" (Grammar 29). Insofar as face-to-face interaction must exist in a specific
setting which functions as the context' of the interaction; interactions which are
continuously affected by the simultaneous p:change of verbal and nonverbal activity
by both sources and receivers,,Burke's georiietric metaphor becomes an apt way of
characterizing the substance of the oral culture and the Unique emphasis the oral
culture-attributes to the individual speaker as part of a community.

However, the expected and actual levels of and standards for participation in oral
cultures simply do not-and cannot exist in literate cultures. The mass distribution
capabilities of the printed word dramatically increase, to the million and-more level,
the number of people who can theoretically be expected to participate in the
communication process. At the same time, the actual act of reading is an individual
and personal experience which requires that the reader shift his or her attention from
the immediate environment to the context created in a document. At the moment a
document is,read and apprehended,a-,profoundly one-to-one-relationship is estab-
lished between writer and reader. In Burke's terminology, the substance of the
literate exchange is familial, in the sense that reading creates a private relationship or
"spiritualized intimacy" between writer and reader, a joint sharing of the tones and
moodsif not proposed attitudes, beliefs, and actions contained within the printed
document (Grammar 29).

The substance or definition of electronic culture differs markedly -from the
primary characteristic of Oral and literate cultures. The sheer number of people
participating:in the electronic mode can easily approach the tens of millions at any
given moment. But.these contacts lack the communal context of oral cultures and the
personal involvement offered by literate cultures. Electronic messages are transmit-
-ted-toa diiersity of contexts, to hosts of individuals and groups of individuals engaged
in a: variety of different activities. A broadcast song, for example, May be heard
through a headset or in a crowded elevator or may constitute the background music
Of a romantic evening in one's home. Functioning as an inherently contradictory or

3
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paradoxical mode,, electronic:Messages create a unity among profoundly different
`kinds and types of situations, people, activities, and.rnotives.,Unity- is created not by
appeals. to commonly .sliared .communal or personal experiences but rather by
exploring future -options and alternatives. Television, for example, provides a sense
of "where we are going,":of "what might be," in terms of individuaktyles (see, e.g.,.
-Faber; Bro*kand-MeLedd), group valueS (see, e.g., Chesebro, "Communication,
Valnes");_and as a.national and global communi:y (see, e.g.,,Carey and -Fritzler).,In
Burke's terms, a_directibna:,sub§tance defines electronic culture (Grammar 31-33),
for electronic culture reVealS not only " `tendencies'and 'trends' " but individual and
national "movement," of which the receiver can "mystically select" any one
"irriomenras motive" (Burke, Grammar 32).

Second, the particular male of a' media system affects, human interaction. In a
Solely oral culture, communication emphasizes the immediate, the exact.time when
'the word is spoken.,-Fully to appreciate what is said, one must directly experience the
-spoken word; As Lawrence W. Rosenfielcand Thomas F. Mader have characterized
suCh'cominunicatiVe experiences, oral culture discourse must accordingly be viewed
as predominantly epideictic, insofar as it "permits participants' awareness and
appreciation of what constitutes community" (478), "commemorates and-reinforces-
the, values of the individual: and the community" (479), gives "flestrio presence'-'
(484) and the "immediate" ,(532), with its emphasis upon "communal pleasure;"
the joys of relationships;" and "cerenionial ,events" which "reify bonds of trust and

sanatifythe group" :(479). As Rosenfield and Mader conclude:

The earlier effort io meld experience and passion through discourse probably occurred
in Greece between 1500 and 500 B.C. In this early period communicative appeals to
communal gratification were more intense than in-any later era. Communication took
advantage of listeners' talent for wonder. (thaumadzein). Yet the, appeal was to mental
rather than carnal needs. It gave to preliterate persons of "corporeal imagination" a
sensual excitement. (481)

Likewise; in an oral culture, delivery functions as a critical dimension of both
speaking and listening. Moreover, without artificial recording devices to recall what
is said, human must be invoked. Memory becomes critical if tradition is to

,be preserved in the oral culture. However; preserving concepts solely in human
memory tends to alter what is retained. As Ong 'has noted, "In- a primary oral
cultufe; to solve effectively the problem of retaining and .retrieving carefully
articulated thought, you have to do your thinking in mnemonic:patterns, shaped for
ready oral :recurrence" (4). Yet even these mnemonic devices are unlikely to be
effective. Jeff Opland' has reported that while oral peoples do try for verbatim
epetition of poems and other oral art forms, repetition produces agreement with the

only 60 percent of ,the time (158).11' What is- permanent and what can be
,perManent within an oral culture is thus dramatically different than in literate or
electronic cultures. By literate standards, for example, a .60 percent -agreement- is
hardly a reliable standard: Indeed, in _literate societies, exact recall issues are
ultiinately eliminated-by virtue of the faet that words are preserved in print.

attention-st.ifts,to arrangement arid -style, within rather
tigotons syntactical guidelines. At the same time, as is detailed below, printed
messages are ultimately discbssions of and from the past. The time delays:between
when aStory is written,, published, and read means that a reader can only encounter
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an event front the past or as it was perceived and written by a writer in a prior time
period. Accordingly, while emphasizing arrangement and style, literate culture
discourse is also ultimately forensic in nature, given that both forensic discourse and
reading. are inherently ways of "looking, to the past" to find- a "statement of facts"
(Baldwin "15,.35).

In. contrast, the visual.' component of electronic media such as television and film
highlights motion. The apparent motion within a frame, the movement embedded
within the progression of shots, and the series and sequences of shots in one location
and from one location to another location define what is known *(see, e.g ;,
Harrington). The traditional notions of arrangement and style which characterize
literate cultures are dramatically altered in such electronic -media. The constant
motion characterizing all electronic media reflects, not- only metaphorically but
literally, a .search and quest, or what has been identified in classical rhetorie as a
concern for invention.-Indeed, the orientation of electronic media is always forward;
to a future, appropriately consistent with the future time- frame associated with
deliberative discourse. Inits most precise-form, the ever - present television commer,.
cial seeks to influence :future buying, behaviors and, patterns. From a larger
petspeCtive, Theodore Roszak has maintained that high .technology ,(what he has
called, the "data _merchants'-') is designed to create-and -sustain a consumer orientaz
tion,,attempting. to reinforce a vision in which ,puicha:sing,-efeateS,aii ideal-future
(21-46)..More profoundly, , electronic technOlOgiei themselves. are ,ITIOSt frequently
justified not by what they have been or are doing, baby what Alley can accomplish in
the future:(See,-e.g., Brand, 1987; Fabin, 1968). This future orientation, the desire to
create and invent, and the related -institutional implications are perhaps best
captured in the title of Dizard's book:. The corning Information Age:An Overview of
Technology, Economics, and Politics, and in Dizard's initial obserVation in this book
that "perhaps within the next' half-century," as "a universal electronic information
network capable of reaching. veryone everywhere" emerges, an opportunity will be
created, "for the -first time," which Will allow "mankind" to "seriously consider the
Welfare of the entire race"

Third, the-nature of knowledge itself changes as one moves from an oral to literate
to electronic culture. man oral culture, the knower and what is-known are related.
AeCutate and'reliable knowledge requires:direct social' interaction, participation in
the lived, experience, and exposure to the imminent and immediate source of
knowledge. However, in a literate culture, the knower and what is known are
typically unrelated. The sociological and personal features of the source of the
printed word are unlikely to be known. Indeed, in a literate culture, sources are likely
to be, at best: amOguous and receivers unpredictable. Once our words appear in
print, we have no idea who will read them or how they will react. In contrast, the
nature of-knowledge is. dramatically different in electronic modes such as television
and film. While the knower and what is known are reunited in electronic media such

-as,television and film, knowledge is separated from the lived experience. Television
,and filrit conceptions of "what is" report only what can be seen and-heard; but-more
importantly; this visual and auditory, conception of "what exists" is typically
understood within a' totally unrelated context (the home or the movieAheatre), a
context: hich did not characterize the original situation. Context-defining influences
aie,thus lost in the electronic culture.
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In a moresystematic formulation (Chesebro, "Media Transformation II"), these
characteristics of oral, literate, and electronic cultures are summarized in the table
below:

MEDIA CULTURES AS Ithrroitic.m. SYSTEMS

'Communication
Variables

Types of Media Cultures

Orality Literacy Electronics
...

Rhetorical Canons Delivery
and Memory

Style
and Arrangement

Invention

Types of: Epideictic Forensic Deliberative
Communication

Time Present Past Future
Substance Geometric Familial Directional

With these relationships in mind, it is appropriate to suggest explicitly how the
story-telling experience differs from medium to medium as generic systems. The
controlling metaphor, the concomitant logical mode, and the type of cognitive
understanding required to apprehend a narration within each of these media systems
.Vary dramatically. The foflowing.equations summarize. these metaphorical- logical-
cognitive -media interrelationships:

Oral = Mimesis
Literate Analysii

Electronic = Synthesis

-In an oral culture,, stories are, both heard and seen. First, all of the dramatic
features of Oral speech are invoked: The presentation or delivery is compleX. The full
complex -of the physiology of sound emerges. The story is thus shaped by_ amplitude,
pitch,. duration, quality, and overtones. In addition, the story is relayed in a
referential 'language, shifting from the bodily to the symbolic and back. Oral
.rhythnis, delivery, and memory.are critical, as are the physical relationships between
the story 'teller, and listener. Totich, eye contact, smell, proxemics, chronemics,
kinesics,and the, use of objects all influence what the story is. Moreover, the story
merges a host of symbolic forms, auditory and nonverbal, functioning in the present,
`dependent-upon the ,perceptions of others,,in which interpretations and judgments
are intimately related. Furthermore, the story teller and listener share a common
-context. Feedback-is immediate, continuous, and constant. Messages are constructed
and received in terms of present events. The knower and what is.known are related.
..A story is an intensively invoking,.participatory, and emotional experience. The
idear Story.poSsesseS an existential, lived, Or phenomenal character (see, e.g., Luria
.1-475). The liStener knows by experience.

Ultimately, however, the elements Oforal cultures cannot be viewed as discrete; the-
-coMponents are -reflections' of and mutually defined by their participation in a
profoundly-interdependent. culture. All of the elements are necessarily interrelated,
fuSed into an imminent and coherent system, ,possessing amoverall coMpleteness in
which all verbal and nonverbal: stimuli are 'integrated in an immediate, flexible,
continuous, and-prerefleotive set of syMbolic exchanges. AcCordingly, mimesis, the
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rhetorical figure ofsocial integration through representation, aptly characterizes the
overall symbolic.coherence of the oral culture, although the original meaning of the
term must now be-specified.

As a rhetorical' figure, mimesis, which Havelock has described as "that most
baffling of all words" (20), has frequently been treated as a concept with a rich, if not
contradictory; hiStOry of its own.12 Immore direct terms, mimesis deals not with:the
content "of. communication, but with its "form: Rather than functioning as
charaderisticeflogoi or content, as_kavelock has aptly noted, the figure falls within
the province of 41i xis" or "the `mediuM' by which content is ComMunieated",(202):
"More:precisely, mimesis. functions as a "basic theoretical principle," guideline, or
symbolic conStructrfor socialintegration and societal organization ( "Mimesis" 145)
for "thepreservation andstransMission" orlearning and culture" ("TheophyiaCtus"
695). For example, Havelock has noted that when a.speaker appeals to others-to- act
in a certain way because the behavior is consistent.with a lifestyle (i.e., "a whole way
of life" 45) which the audience values and emulate§ (i.e., they have "identified with
our ways ") because of the "skill of speech," "skill' or -craft," "Style," and `-`dress"
(59-60), "character and ethical judgment" '(24) associated with the lifestyle, the
rhetorical figure,of mimesis has been employed for persuasive endsoV tine at the same
time,"in.the course of miming" the "mimicry is.the foundation of one of the technae
of civilisation." 13

liavelrickhas aptly characterized the specific features of mimesis as amediuntfor
-preSeriiing and transmitting learning and culture. In his view, riiimesis pOssesses five
Characteristics. .First, it is one of the "basic types of verbal.communication" (21),
linked solely to the oral mode (59), dealing with "the speeches which are exchanged"
among participants (p)' or "the living voice, gesture, dress and action generally"
(57): Second, it is a form of " `dirett,,representation' " or " `skilled-reenactment' "
(58 -59). Third, it is a "procesSof skilled but sympathetic identification" (59), or
"`sympathetic behavior,' not-abstract copying or imitation, and in a great many cases
this behaviour -is physical, a matter of speech, gesture, gait, pose, dress and the like"
(58). Fourth, it provides a "massive repository of useful knowledge, a sort of
encyclopedia of ethics, politics, history and technology which the effective citizen was
required to. learn as the core of his educational equipment" (27). Fifth, at thesame
time it is "an act both spontaneous andiritnitive" (50); serving "inspirational and
imaginative effects" (27). Thus, from an audience's perspective, miming is an active,
personal, and practical mode of identification with the verbal and nonverbal symbols

-of a hero cast as a vision or ideal of a community. In this sense, the ideal narrative
form -of oral culture the epic and the dominant metaphor of the oral story is
community.

In -literate cultures, stories are read. First, the reader is alone. The mode of
interaction is individualistic and passive. The author may-be unknown. At best, an
ambiguous or sociological relationship defines the relationship between the reader
and story,,teller:-MoreoVer, the progression of the story is propositional and-logical;
thepremiuntis placed-on-sequential and syllogistic-logic. Each word can be isolated,
assessed- for its unique style or arrangement. In addition, the story occurs in .a
-context-free environment; that is, the environment of the reader is unrelated to the
context of the story. The reality created is a social reality or intersubjective reality.
ACcordingly, feedback is delayed and selective. Furthermore, messages are ultimately
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-diktissiOnsof=the'past. The time delays between when a story is written, published,
iand read means that'a readereanorily encounter an event'from,the past.

OtiMately,- 'given- the discrete- or _digital nature of words and the rigorously
controlled unidirectional arid-sequential'ordering process used to govern word usage
in the mode, the ideal- form for the literate culture is the murder Mystery. The
suspense and intrigue of the mystery are dependent upon the systematic and
.linear -order of unfolding ,events, : clues, and .motives chronicled in the narrative.
Michael fibiqUist hs -partioOlarly.floted that "crime is very old",:but_that "detective
fiction," the "tale of pure puzzle, .pure ratiocination," is "very ,new," for no

7. detective fiction" existed "before the 19th century" (138-139) In ,H61quises 'view,
the critical element of detective fiction is "the detective, the instrument of pure logic,"
who Sytribojiies the belief that "there are no mysteries, there is only ineorrect.
reasoning":(141). Highlighting the "sense of closure" which print:provides-(14S),
which "reaches its peak" in the "tightly closed verbal" forth- of the detective -story
OA, 'Ong has similarly noted that, "The climactic linear plot .reaches --a plenary
form in the story relentlessly rising tension, exquisitely tidy diScoVery.and
reversal, perfectly resolved denouement" (144). In these ,senses, a scientific Metaphor
charaCterizes and:unifies,the discourseS which constitute the literate narrative form
Thus, :conveyed titrAugh and thediated.:by print, the dominant mode of logic

.governing the literate narrative is analysis, the print medium itself reflects, almost.
perteetly,Ahoelassical Ooriception_ofanalYSis.as a breaking down of '2.system,into.its
component parts and the arrangements of these parts into.aseqUential and ordered

:fOrrrinla.'When extended to societal-and, global levels, the analytical mode generated
1-)y the :printed-Word,may ultimately have -given rise, to scientific' thought and its.

:related-sociaf.iristitutions.(see, e.g., Logan).
Inan:eleetrbnic culture, stones are Seen and heard. First, the auditory and

Visual MOO, are Merged. More ,profoundly, compleic, information is continuously
evident. All element of the story ate constantly in -view, .constantly changing,
continually in process. The drama is "alive" in all of its dramatic features.. The
characterization of the agents within the story, the scene of the story, the motives for
action, the actions themselves, and the way actions are executed are each ever-Present
and continually evolving before the vieWer,, Indeed,- the television series itself is an
ongoing story which, maylast for some 26.weeks, each .week revealing aneWleature
aridneW dramatic elements The Unending film sequelssuch as Rocky 1,11, III; and
IVreflect this same quality. intimately, -electronic- Stories are generic, revealing
and reflecting -variations of different lifestyles rather than concentrating upon a
specific plotline which is appreciated as an independent and unique art form.
Television commercials, as mini-stories, idealize a Particular 'lifestyle. Prime-time
'iCiap,Operas..iatirize a particular lifestyle. Television newsprograms link diverse
lifestyles Situation comedies establish and portray -Coherent lifestyles, while also
ininiMizing, the pain, of different lifestyles this sense, the logic of television is
synthesis, for television creates an overall- pattern of lived experiences which are cast
as lifestyles, alOgic which reflects a mode of interpretation whose central, means is the
integratiOn and portrayal of whojes. The synthesizing logic of television as a medium
is also reflected in its archetype, the rock-Music video.

Ultimately, given its intertextual and repetitive nature, the ideal font, for the
eleCtixinie culture is the rock music video'. Focusing upon MTV rock-videos, Charles
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Turner. has argued, that rock music videos create a "neza perceptual agenda" (382).
He..has.specifiCally noted Ahatrock music videos are frequently intercut. with visual.
footage, often."to the,beat, of the song" (383); from 'famous movies and television
showS,popular,film genres and graphic styles" 082)."In drawing from diverse media
SySfeirii,:intertextuality. becomes. the subject- matter of _the rock-music video,;for.the
rock Muskyideolinks discrete icons from different media systeMs which no
,previously 'known ,syllogistic, .teMpOralor.spatial relationships: In Turnees.VieW,.
"the past is drawn. rhythmically .into, the present, imposing a.transient coherence
where.before,there.May' have been _none" (384). Duplicating the montage in which,
.heterogeneonS.eleinents -are 'blended together;:the cuts inserted into the. rock music
Videci are..arso _apparently, unrelated to each _other. In Turner's view,,'"the video
exemplifies a:. pictorial Structure in which. an appropriation from our mediated
storehouse," Or. "Great IntersubjeCtivized American Image- Bank" (385); "is

-retrieved to fashion meaning:in a ctirrerit.communication" (304). In addition, the
cuts-inserted into the music video haye-no immediately understandable relationship
to the lyrics of the song or understood-image and style of the performers. Accordingly,
for some, the,roek music video is afragmentecf presentation, lacking any kinclor-type
of inbstantive..an&logidal ..tinitya "'heap of brOken image's," a 'Context of: o.
context; "' and a "mediated' wasteland where- linkage is all and meaning follows
after, no ,matter" (Turner 383). For others, such as Kuan-lisin& Chen,. the..rock
music video is .a "concrete" example of '"cultural schizophrenia," "a part .Of otir,
cultural sernibSiS without :Signified*.ot ,even signifier," an "implosion-of meaning"
reflecting a "sense of losing control and -the. sense of haqiig-:.no future" (674). In
greater detail;.Chen has aptly argued:

The forth of MTV is simulaeml. The originality of MTV lies in its technique of Montage,
collage, segmentation with the quotation of irielev-ant ct4tural representation. It abandons
-the ideology of reality principle: the miginal;the copy, the same, and the like are displaced
by simulicruin without the nostalgia of creativity. The practice of MTV has nothing to do
with. truth, or reality; the infinite (re-)production of fascinating image satellites the
hyperreality of simulacrum. (674)

Thus, _it should- come as no surprise, in an -age or "cult" of massive electronic
-information (see, e.g., Roszak), that a new kind.of story-telling, unique in form and
content, has emerged. As a narrative form,-the rock music video ignores prior social
conceptions, of 'realities and- the various media and logic systemS which have
orgaMzed.these realities. While.it employs information from other media systems
.(intertextuality), the information employed has,been segmented, separated. from its
original contexts, and Is:tiltiinately. treated- as' "discrete; seParable; -sortable-bits- of
data" (Turner 389): Using a nondiscursive mode music as its organizing princi-
ple, the story told is:nonreferential or a:fictive -form which allows viewers to resist
.being positioned as an object of attention, and therefore beyond control,accepting-the
images of.therock music video as a spectacle. Jean Baudrillard has argued that

The masses accept every' thing and redirect everything en' bloc into the spectacular, without
requiring any other tode,`withotit requiring any Meaning, ultimately without resistance,
but making everything slide into an indeterminate sphere that is not even that of nonsense,
but thit of overall,manipulationifaseination. (qtd. in Chen 678)

In-anthropOlogicafterms,,Elman-R..Servicehas characterized,stich.forms.of societal
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rind'enlAtiral resistance,as "involution" (12).-In contrast to evolution, in which social
participation is encouraged and directed toward "progress along some kind of linear
scale" (Service f2), .and iri contrast to revolution, when .a system experiences

relatively abrupt .Change of the "fundamental characteristics of a system"
(Service 13); cultural- involution is an attempt '"to preserve an extant structure,
Solving its new problems by !fixing up"," typically through .increasing forms of

:SOcietalWithdraWal:and"specializations" (Service 12).
Thtis;-therockniusie,video satisfies the requirements of a narrative as an "action

Arelating or-recounting" and an "act or process of telling the particulars of an.act,
occurrence, or course of ;events"; but, by virtue of its intertextUal- nature, .a
predetermine* meaning. cannot be readily ,associated with tae collage of icons
defiriing;,the narrative of. -the -rock music Video. Indeed, given the _diverse 'lifestyle
experiences antembers of a rocitmuSic.video audience, contradictory and paradoxi-
cal 'interpretations are easily- encouraged by the iritertextual nature arid-. montage
teehniqUes used to create the video, thus allowing both the source and redeiver§ of the
Video to resist_ any:potential= ideology which might be'introdueed into its narrative
.forth. At the same time, the intertextuality, and montage techniques employed are
conceptually. unified and defined by a logic of synthesis, for intertextuality and
Montages create, perhaps "force"' in the case of the rock: music video, a, unity and
'interdependence among diverse iconic, images regardle§s of the original reason for the
creation of these icons. Despite its synthesizing logic, as Diana Blackwell has noted,
"MTV_ slorifies 'post-inodernism,? a newly emergent 'anti-aesthetic' characterized
by the lack of any fixed Moral, estheticor intellectual frame or reference," leading
ultimately to a "shift" to a "new, 'cold' universe of communication" (35).14

CONCLUSION

Story telling is a communicative experience. The nature of that experience
depends upon the medium used to tell the story. Each medium tells a story in a
different fashion because each medium ,invokes a different's& of perceptual sense
ratios, requires its own context, is restrained by different kinds of production
technologies, and is governed bylts own type.and mode of logic. In the oral culture,
the story it created' and constrained by mimesis. In the literate culture, the story is
constrained byan'analytical structure dictated by the technology of the printedword.
In the ejectronie culture,, the story' is developed andsovcrnedby a logic-of synthesis
Which reduces all knowledge to information bits -which can then -be reformatted and
Manipulated as desired. Thus, the type of logic fusing the elements within each of
.these.,rriedia systems- is governed-by the technologies,-of the medium itself which
determine.how.ristOry can be told in each medium.

This 'essay began, with the premise that text and performance are media-
dependent. As IhOpe I have demonstrated; there are important ways in which media
systems -affect how human beings interpret and enact social realities. Yet issues
remain.

Iri the most general of terms, thave sought to.expose, :ather-than foreclose; some-of
,the equations which exist between technological issues and the concerns of -those
engaged in the study ofliterature, theperformance of literature,. and more generally,
.rhetoricians, be they philOsoPherS, theoretists, methodologists, educators, or critics.
ithetoriCians possess the vocabularies to 'respond meaningfully to 'technologies.
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'Questions of technological Constraint can and should be explored, by those in the arts
anti hinnanities-in-ways farmore detailed than this essay has examined.

More specifically,. the orality-literacy7electronics framework employed in this
essay requires recOnsideration, ,perhaps a deconstructive review, but at least a
reconstruct* whichallows human beingS to regain an appreciation of the history of
,prior,communicative forms and to re-establish a sense of control regarding how and
when these, technologies are tObe,used as communication channels. Ong has already
maintained, that the oral tradition is lost, "A literate person cannot fully recover a
sense of ?-what the word. is. to purely oral,people" ).,,Gumpert and Cathcart claim
thatthe use.ofan oral, literate, or electronic medium is determined by the generation

and era into which one is born: ".We as ,individuals are not in control of the
technologiCal environment into which we are born" (29). And, with concern;
Blackwell' has forecast that electronic communication -technologies may create a-
new, ,`cold' universe of communication" (35). If communication traditions and

technologies are to remain within the control of human beings, rather than
controlling human beings, a media perspective must inform all approaches to the
study, of hinitan communication. Communication technologies now exist as a source
for both human development and destruction. Both of these potential outcomes
.require intensive,investigation.

'The use of the word encode is not intended to reinforce the encoding/deCoding dichotomy, in which a distinction
is sharply draWn between the techniques a producer employs to create a message and the perceptual frameworks
diverse audiences use when apprehending a- Message (see, e.g., Grossberg & Treichler 278). In the Context

established here, a medium is quite literally to be understood as a mediatiOn system which establishes a link, channel,
or relationship_ '.,etween encoding and decoding processes. However, a medium is not viewed hire as a neutral conduit
but rather as an active determinant which decisively affects how the encoding and decoding procesiesare to be

related. (For an extended dismission of this view of a medium, see: Chesebro,,"MediaTransforMations.") Parts one
and three of this essay, "Text as a Generative Force" and "The Media Perspective," respectively introduce some of
the issues related to this view of a medium.

2In this context, text-as-a-generative ionic underscores the originating and creative function of diScourse in much
the same Way in which Burke (Counter-Statement 154-158, esp. 157) has noted that a symbol' can function as a
"generating principle" When "key" synibOl: "becomes a guiding principle in itself' and creates "secondary'"
symbols "with. no direct bearing upon the pattern of experience behind the key Symbol." In contrast to
text -as -a- generative -force, the notion of text4s-a-derivation posits that discourse is primarily a reflectionof and can

be adequate4, explained and understood in terms of its origin or source as the cause and necessary precondition of
discourse; a view traditionally employed in 'historical linguistics.

3In apparent contrast; Grossberg (90) has suggested that structuralism provides a way of "understanding and
describing" ,particular and "specific,.context-dependent" identities, and that "no element is definable in and of
itself:"-In a host of other disciplines; others have rather, consistently suggetted that the critical defining feature of
structuraliim is its attention to the component Parts and their relationships to one another within a system in sharp
contrast to a 'functional analysis of the entire system in a.particular, sociocultural context,or_historical,era. The
assumptiOn of the structuralist perspective has been that a careful reading of the structure of a system will reveal the
essence of the source and creator of a system as well as the useito which a system can be put: Grossberg'S use of the
-term structuralism, ould appear to be inconsistent with this traditional conception of structuralism. If, however, the

structuralismnature of struuraliun proposed by Grossberg, presumes that a context is a precisely defined

environmentalmost a " "personal environment"held to belndependentof other. precisely. defined environments
and historical orientations, the'definition may be tisefUL-However, given normative uses of the termstructuralism,
Grossberg's use of the ,term would more closely be associated, for . many, with the term post - structuralism or

.postModernism (see, e.g., Foster as well as GrOssberg's oWri references (90) for his definition].
4See, e.g., Berman; Culler; Derrida, Of Gratinnatology; Derrida, Margins; Foster; Hawkes; Natoli; Sturrock.
toncentrating upon Medieval England between AD 1066 and 1307, M.T. Clanchy has reported a "ten-fold"

increase in the use of documents during this period (258), with a shift "from memory to written record" (37-38) and
from'an oral mode to "widening literary' (57) through the entire "social scale" (56). In Clanchy's View theshift from
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an oral to literate culture was critical in "penetrating and structuring the intellect itself, "the development of literate
ways of thought," the creation of "psYhologis 'cat differences," and,""clemandedshanges in the way people articular 1
their etoughts,' both ifidiVidtially, and olIeEti el in ciy (149-150) . Of itteMidtiPle social consequences he
reported , Clanchy, has maintameckhat,the shift ultimately created a new "'distinction between fact and fiction"
, (237-251,,esp. 251). Similarly, Eric A. Havelock has distingt'isfied the pre-Homeric Greek era, as a "period of
non literacy in which Greek oral poetry was nursed to maturityand in which only oral methods were available to
educate the young," from the post-Homeric era in wh'".1 "alphabetic skills" and the origin?' of "abstract
intelltualism styled by the Greek 'philosophy" emerged (45-46). In Havelock's view, he pre-Homeric era
Constituted a foundation for a "'group will and "di, ect and unfettered kaPacity, for action" (19j3-199), while the
pOit4ioMenc era separated the "knower from [the] knoWn" and generated independent self-consciousness (200). In
this context, Erich ,Auerbach has maintained that the pre- and post-'iomerie eras wee characterized by two distinct
epnceptions of reality

6lnsofar as oral -interpretation :performances are viewed ei. re gections of the intrinsic features of works of
literature, oral interpretation performances would' be conceivedlsa works (an impossibility in terms of post
structuralist , conceptions). Insofar as Oat interpretation performances are viewed as responses to the intrinsic
feithres of a work of literature (see, e.g., Bacon, esp;1-), Oral interpr tation performances would be conceived as

'Mitts.;
.4Sii'also Fisher, "The Narrative"; Fisher,-Hun dri Communication.

See, e.g., Carey; Carey and Fritzler; Carpenter; Mumby; Rushing.
?See' e g. Likaites and Condit; McGee and Nelsoir'Rowlandi Warnick.

Ernploying the oralitiaeracy-electronics framework, 169 of the world's nation-states were classified in terms ofIP

their technological ability to sustain a mass culture through °yak, literacy, and/or electronics, with the following
five categories formulated: "(1 ) 49 or. 28:9% of nation-states lack the population s;-: or common language structure
to-create a mass oral culture and are therefore classified as 'Pre-Mass Oral Cultilrm'; (2) 37 or 21.8% of nation-states,

sustain their mass culture predominantly through oral media and are therefore classified as 'Mass Oral Cultures';
(3) 18 or 10.6%.of nation-states sustain their mass culture prechiminantlY through literate media and are therefore
classified as 'Mass Literate Cultures'; (4)-60 or 35,5% of nation-states sustain their mass culture predominantly
through both literate and electronic media and are therefore classified as 'Mass-Literate-Electronic Cultures'; and
(5).5 or 2.9% of nation-states sustain their mass culture predoininantly. through electronic media and are therefore
classified ai:Electronic Cultures' " (Ctiesebro, "Media Transformations Part II" 10-11):

1:1FOr an extended analysis of some of the issues involved, see also Opland (qtd. ii Ong 62) and Ong (57-58).
12Seyerallwriters have noted the different; if not paradoxical, ways in which Plato and Aristotle have used the term

mime- sii (see, e,g;;Fadiman, esp. 177;Scruton, esp. 26). Others, such as Beckson and Ganz (146-147), have 'sought to
Clarify and redefine, arguing that it is appropriate to view mimesis as merely a form of imitation or mimicry, while

,

some, such,as Cuddon (396), have argued that mimesis is not equivalent to the term mime nor is it appropriately
linked to the use of the written mode: In similar efforts to "purify" the term, Fadiman (105) has argued that mimesis
cannot be viewed solely, as a ' model' for others, while Strasberg (516) has noied that he term is not adequately

-understood bY a phrase such as "make-believe" or the simulations created by ,actors.
1.3.Beyond the use of miming explored in this eisay, others have used mimesis in othertheoretical, methodological,

and applied Ways. As a more broadly based social theory, Girard (see, e.g., "Myth and Ritual") has suggested that
mimetic phenomena 'exist ,prior to representations and sign systems. Using phenomena such as victimage and
scapegoating as his examples, Girard has concluded that mimetic experiences precede structuralism (see also Harari,
esp. 36-60. Auerbach (see, e.g., Mimests) has employed a mimetic perspective as the foundation for an entire critical
Perspective, Responding to a basic Premiie of structuralism, Genette (see, e.g., "Valery") has argued that various
theories of language inappropriately presume that a mimetic relationship - exists .between words and things,
particularly between poetic language and things. Genette has maintained that the word-thing relationship is solely
arbitrary and conventional; an analysis of words will reveal nothing about experience (i.e., things) ;without a direct

' exploration of the uses and functions of words in specific contexts,
14While the rock music video is the archetype of the synthesizing logic of the electronic era, other electronic modes

are equally affected by the centrality of, this logical mode. Mark W, Booth' (see, e.g., "Art of Words") has reported
thatall fornis of-popular musk draw from all other cultural forms. Likewise, critical computer-based applications
presume a.synthesizing logic. For CitamPle, a data base has been defined as a "collection, of logically related data
elements,'' but these data elementsmust necessary come from a variety of different disciplines and fields (which

. , . A,

,typically held-6,1x discrete)-siniply`beciuse a data base must be "structured in various ways to meet multiple
processing and retrieval needs of organizations and individuals" (Sanders 38-39). Indeed, all,ccmPuter program-
ming;data entry and coding, and data processing are designed to create an "open-ended" logic system which achieves
its processing goals by reducing different kinds of information from different disciplines into a common mode which
allows the information to be processed in the same fashion. In this regard, "data manipulation is typically viewed as
a three step process of "classifying," "sorting," and "calculating " (Sanders 1,1). What is important here in terms of
Our discussion of the synthesizing logic of electronic media Systems is that the diverse origins and substance of data arc
iMmaterialeOthe computer processing system. Similar kinds of claims have been made for radio, film, the telephone,
and other particular forms of televisiou (see, e.g., Black and Whitney). Ben H. Bagdikian has provided the classical

.implication: "Electronics suddenly short-circuited the ancient linkage of literacy and abstract intellectuality" (10):
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